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It is common to ask a child what
he or she wants to be when they
grow up and become impressed with
responses such as a “Doctor, Lawyer, Engineer…” Before we become
filled with hope and aspirations,
these children must be successful
in Florida’s Public School System.
Sometimes, it is not our children’s
aspirations that lead them to be successful. Other factors such as teachers’ judgments or socio-economic
conditions influence our children’s
success. Langston Hughes begs the
question, “What happens to a Dream
Deferred?”1
Recent legislation provides
students with greater flexibility to
choose a course of study aligned
to their post-high school goals. The
Career and Professional Act (CAPE
Act) established a new high school
diploma requirements and Scholar
and Merit diploma designations. 2
This Act emphasizes rigor rather
than uniformity in subject matter.3
Students that take more rigorous
courses can receive a “Scholar designation.”4 Students’ ability to obtain
skills to prepare them for future work
is commendable. However, what
does this legislation really mean?
Can greater educational choice mitigate the effects of tracking or will

this choice simply result in de facto
tracking?
Tracking or ability grouping can
be defined as the placement into a
range of academic classes from special education, slow paced remedial
courses, general education, honors
and college preparatory classes.5
The traditional system of tracking
has been a widely accepted practice by public schools, even though
it hinders educational opportunities
for minority students, especially African Americans.6 Black students are
less likely to be placed into Honors
and Advanced Placement courses.7
Quite often, they are placed in special education tracks or in urban
schools where Advanced Placement
and honor courses are not offered.8
By placing students based upon
performance differences in readiness to learn and social maturity,
researchers have argued that the
achievement be called a performance gap. 9 Black students are
placed in lower ability groups because of their maturity and skill
ability.10 Even educators that adopt
color- blind ideologies may not recognize how their race can shape the
way they teach.11 The myth of meritocracy leads educators to believe
that black students’ failure is a result
See “Tracked” page 13

Message from the Chair
by Youndy C. Cook

Additionally, Kalinthia Dillard, Vice-Chair for CLE
Programs is planning the Education Law Certification
review webinar. Please consider volunteering your
time and knowledge to the Certification review. We are
tentatively holding February 14, 2014, for the webinar. If
you are interested in speaking, please contact Kalinthia
at Kalinthia.Dillard@palmbeachschools.org.
Both the January CLE program and the February
Education Law Certification Review webinar are sure to
be informative programs. Even if you are not planning
to sit for the Education Law Certification exam, or if you
are already certified, please considering joining us for
these CLE programs. We will be seeking Education
Law CLE credit, in addition to general CLE credit, for
both.
Until then, please have a happy and safe holiday
season. I look forward to seeing you at the January
Bar meeting in Orlando, Florida.

It is my pleasure to serve as Chair of the Education
Law Committee for the 2013-2014 Bar year. I work at
a state university, but through the Committee I have
the opportunity to meet and collaborate with education
colleagues from all the other avenues available to those
of us practicing Education Law.
Our next meeting will occur at the Florida Bar Winter
meeting in Orlando, Florida. The Bar meeting will run
from Wednesday January 22 to Saturday January 25
at the Hilton Orlando Lake Buena Vista. Additional information about the meeting is available at the Florida
Bar website.
I’m very proud that our Committee makes available
free CLE to our members at every meeting we hold.
When we meet at the Florida Bar Winter meeting on
Friday January 24, 2014, we will follow our business
meeting with a free CLE program. Please make a note
on your calendars to join us.

December 2, 2013

Dear Committee Members:
The Education Law Committee is a substantive law committee of
The Florida Bar. As such, you must request reappointment to the
Committee each year when the Bar makes committee assignments.
The window has just opened for submission of The Florida Bar
Committee Preference Form, and appointments will be made in
the spring to be effective July 1, 2014. It’s easily done on line.
The link to the Committee Preference Form page is: http://www.
floridabar.org/DIVEXE/CM/CMPref.nsf/WMember?Openform. You
must submit your form by January 15, 2014.
President-Elect Gregory W. Coleman posted a letter discussing
the importance of service on a Florida Bar. It is available on The
Florida Bar website: go to http://www.floridabar.org/ and click on
“committee preference form” under “Committee Appointments.”
I encourage all of you to join the Committee again for 2014-2015.
Youndy C. Cook
Chair, Education Law Committee (2013-2014)
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State Authorization Regulations - Alive and Well
by Tracey L. Schneider, Esq.1

Introduction
Ask any college or university
throughout the country what they
think of the State authorization regulations2 and you will be met with a
look of frustration. This response is a
result of what has becoming a costly
and time consuming set of requirements for colleges and universities,
in particular for all who offer distance
education programs. In 2012, more
than sixty-nine percent (69.1%) of
surveyed institutions reported that
online learning was a critical part
of their long-term strategy.3 Given
that statistic and given the number
of students taking distance education courses and programs,4 this will
impact just about every competitive
institution.
The State authorization regulations, enacted in 2010 by the United States Department of Education
(USDOE), became effective July 1,
2011.5 They are but one set of regulations enacted at that time under
the Higher Education Act of 19656
and its subsequent amendment, the
Higher Education Opportunity Act of
2008.7 In short, the State authorization regulations have two parts.8 The
first part, Section 600.9(a) and (b),
are the internal state authorization
regulations that ensure all applicable
institutions are legally authorized by
a State.9 The second part, Section
600.9(c), requires every higher educational institution offering distance
education programs to be authorized
by the State in which the institution
is physically located as well as the
State where the student is located.10
These regulations apply equally to
institutions of higher education, proprietary institutions of higher education, and post-secondary vocational
institutions.11
While the diligent higher educational institutions began jumping through the required hoops to

comply, the associations representing educational institutions began
preparing their legal challenges to
the regulations. The result of these
legal challenges is the July 2012
decision of the Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia Circuit,
The Association of Private Sector
Colleges and Universities v. Arne
Duncan, Secretary of the Department of Education and the United
States Department of Education.12
In its decision, the court split the
regulation, upholding the internal
State authorization requirements of
Section 600.9(a) and (b) and invalidating the distance learning State
authorization regulations of Section
600.9(c).13 However, in invalidating
the distance education State authorization requirements, the Court’s
reasoning rested on a procedural
ground leaving open the possibility, if not the likelihood, that these
regulations will be reintroduced in
the future.14
Thus, higher educational institutions are left in a complex situation
of complying with the internal State
authorization requirements upheld
by the Court while at the same time
wondering if and how to comply with
the currently invalidated distance
education regulations. Regulations
that are likely to return and have
already cost significant time and
money for implementation efforts
pre-invalidation. Those who represent educational institutions are left
trying to assist clients in dealing with
complex and costly legal requirements in an uncertain legal climate.
Understanding the Current Status
of the Legal Requirements
Regulation History
The first step in preparing to advise higher education institutions
on the issue of State authorization
3

is ensuring a thorough understanding the current status of the regulations. Gaining this understanding necessitates looking into the
regulations themselves, their history,
subsequent litigation, and agency
guidance.
In response to the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008, 15
the USDOE initiated implementing
regulations in order to ensure “program integrity” in programs offered
by institutions of higher education.16
Among these were the “State authorization” regulations.17 They require
a higher education institution to ensure that it has the specific State
permission and authorization to deliver courses.18 Specific to distance
learning programs, this authorization must be obtained from both the
State in which the higher education
institution is physically located as
well as the State in which the student
enrolled in the course is located.19
The regulations have a somewhat complicated history. Initially,
in June 2010, the USDOE released
proposed regulations in accordance
with the Administrative Procedures
Act (APA).20 However, the proposed
regulation did not clearly identify the
extent of the new requirements.21
Section 600.9(a), (b), and (c) were
presented as the State authorization regulations.22 They required an
institution to be legally authorized
in every State in which they operate.23 This was not alarming as
many states already had authorization requirements.24 These new
regulations, in Sections 600.9(a)
and (b), however, required legal
authorization only on the condition
that the institution have a complaint
process and that the institution be
established by name through formal constitutional or statutory provision or other action issued by the
continued, next page
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appropriate State agency.25 Absent
was any language or details on this
“other action.” In one breath the
regulations purported to maintain
State authorization while in another
breath setting specific restrictions
and mandates on an acceptable
scheme.26
In addition, as to Section 600.9(c),
the language was not only misleading, it changed between the proposed regulations 27 and the final
regulations.28 This section required
institutions of higher education to
receive authorization from any State
in which it “operates.”29 Using this
terminology, the regulation passed
under the radar of many colleges
and universities. The term “operate”
has been previously defined as the
institution’s physical location and
not where students are located and
studying.30 Figuring they need only
obtain authorization from the States
in which they are physically located,
institutions were not alarmed by this
regulation.31 Further, the absence of
certain triggering terminology was
equally as misleading. The term “distance education” was never used
in the proposed regulations.32 The
absence of this language stopped
many institutions from applying this
provision to its distance learning program offerings.33 As a result of this
ambiguity, there was no meaningful
opportunity for comment on the proposed regulations, as required by the
APA’s rule making requirements.34
What had not become apparent
during the proposed regulation process, quickly came to light upon
adoption. When the final regulations
were issued in October 2010, the
higher educational community was
surprised to see the new terminology
contained in the final regulations as
well as agency guidance purporting
to explain the requirements.35 As to
Section 600.9(a) and (b), the USDOE issued a guidance document36

that explained the intention of the
mandated scheme, making it clear
that States do not have the authority
that the regulation originally purports
to give.37 As to Section 600.9(c),
the final regulations now referenced
distance education clearly and specifically.38 Further, the final regulation
now indicated the State authorization is required of the State in which
the student is being educated.39 For
a distance education course, that
could be in any other State or even
another country. In addition, if there
was any remaining confusion, the
March 2011 “Dear Colleague” letter certainly made it clear that the
requirements are intended to apply
broadly to distance learning programs and would require authorization in the State where the students
are located and not simply where the
institution is located.40
Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities v. Arne Duncan
and the United States Department
of Education41
It is this complicated history that
led to legal challenges. Almost as if
to be evidence of the immediate level
of concern over the impact of these
regulations, the legal challenges
ensued. In June 2011, after the final regulations were published42 but
prior to their July 1, 2011 initial implementation date43, the Association of
Private Sector Colleges and Universities (APSCU) filed suit against the
Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, and the USDOE in the United
States District Court for the District
of Columbia.44 In doing so, they challenged three of the “program integrity” regulations.45 Specifically, they
challenged the compensation regulations,46 misrepresentation regulations,47 and the State authorization
regulations,48 claiming that these
regulations exceeded the USDOE’s
authority and that they are arbitrary
and capricious.49
Specifically, as to the State authorization regulations, the APSCU challenged all three sections,
4

600.9(a), (b), and (c). The APSCU
first challenged the requirement of
Section 600.9(a), the provision that
requires a state to have a procedure
to legally authorize each school
only if they have a process to review
an act on complaints. The APSCU
claimed that such a requirement
forces a State to change existing processes or develop a new
process for authorization that will
only grant approval on a school by
school basis and only for “particular
authorization regimes,” which improperly infringes on State authority
and exceeds the authority of the
USDOE.50 In addition, the APSCU
argued that the State authorization regulations improperly expands
the requirements set forth Higher
Education Act of 1965 (HEA) for
distance learning programs through
its definition of a “school of higher
education,”51 and that the USDOE
sought to implement this regulation in violation of the requirements
of the Administrative Procedures
Act (APA).52 The HEA defines this
term as an “education institution in
any State that . . . is legally authorized within such State to provide
a program of education beyond
secondary education.”53 However,
the regulations expand the authorization requirements in two key components, which formed the basis
of the APSCU’s challenge to Sections 600.9(b) and (c). In Section
600.9(b), it would require a State
to implement a new authorization
regime that affirmatively establishes
a school by name rather than by
class or by another vague unidentified process.54 In Section 600.9(c),
it would be expanded to include
schools not just in the State where
they are physically located as the
HEA would suggest but also where
the student is located.55 Further, the
USDOE issued the final regulations
without first providing this new expanded requirement in the proposed
regulations.56
As to Section 600.9(a) and (b),
continued, next page
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the District Court declined to issue
a decision.57 They reasoned that the
APSCU lacked standing to make this
challenge as it was not the object of
the challenged government action.58
As to Section 600.9(c), the District Court agreed with the APSCU
regarding the State authorization
regulation challenge.59 The Court
explained that
“[a]n agency may promulgate
a final rule that is different from
a proposed rule, but only if the
final rule is a ‘logical outgrowth’
of the proposed rule, i.e., only if
the ‘interest parties should have
anticipated that the change was
possible and thus reasonably
should have filed their comments
on the subject during the noticeand-comment period.’”60

The State authorization regulations
were no such “logical outgrowth”
and the educational institutions did
not and could not have had contemplated this interpretation as part
of the federal regulation.61 As such,
the District Court vacated the State
authorization regulation.
On appeal, as to Section 600.9(a)
and (b), the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit reversed, finding that the
APSCU did have standing and permitted a substantive challenge to
the regulation.62 In fact, the costs of
compliance discussed herein served
to establish the standing necessary
to address the validity of the regulation. 63 After acknowledging the
necessary standing, the court then
rejected the APSCU’s argument that
the USDOE lacked authority to issue
the State authorization regulation.
The court found that since the HEA
was enacted pursuant to Congress’
spending clause, Congress then
has the additional authority to attach conditions to the receipt of the

monies it is willing to spend.64 The
court further rejected the APSCU’s
argument that the State authorization regulation is arbitrary and capricious in that it is not based on any
identified problem which it is seeking
to correct.65 However, the court identified three such problems, including
a previous lack of oversight, lapse
in California’s vocational education
standards, and State deferral of its
oversight responsibility to accrediting agencies.66 Thus, the court found
the USDOE’s authorization to issue
the regulations to be valid, giving appropriate deference to the USDOE’s
justification and validating Section
600.9(a) and (b).67
As to Section 600.9(c), the Court
of Appeals agreed, at least as to
the lower court’s finding that the
State authorization final regulation
was not a logical outgrowth of the
proposed regulation.68 More so than
the lower court, the Court of Appeals
specifically addressed the inability of
educational institutions to anticipate
that this regulation was intended to
apply broadly to distance education programs. The court focused
on the APSCU’s argument that the
term “operate” is not a term of art
and could apply to both distance
education programs as well as brickand-mortar programs.69 Therefore,
the court determined that the use
of this term was “an oblique—and
hence, insufficient—indication that
the Department was considering
the distance education regulation.”70
Additionally, the court rejected the
USDOE’s argument that the mention of reciprocal agreements between State agencies was sufficient
to allow educational institutions to
anticipate its application to distance
learning programs, finding it too
could apply equally to brick-andmortar institutions and therefore did
not provide sufficient warning.71 Finally, the court followed the reasoning of the lower court and rejected
the USDOE’s argument that it was
sufficient that the comments suggested the regulation would apply
5

to distance learning programs, finding that “[T]he [agency] must itself
provide notice of a regulatory proposal.”72 Thus, while the Court of
Appeals ultimately vacated the State
authorization regulation of Section
600.9(c), it did so solely on procedural grounds. In fact, it upheld
the validity of the substance of the
regulation itself. It is the reasoning
set forth by the Court of Appeals
in reaching its decision, therefore,
that we must acknowledge as it is
bound to resurface if and when the
regulation itself is reissued, utilizing
the proper procedural process.
Where Do the State Authorization
Regulations Currently Stand?
It is clear from the courts that Section 600.9(a) and (b) are valid and it
is clear from the USDOE that they
will be enforced.73 In its most recent
Dear Colleague Letter on the issue74,
the USDOE not-so-subtly reminded
States that they needed to comply
with the regulations governing what
institutions within the State need to
do to become a legally authorized
institution. 75 The Dear Colleague
Letter also pointed out the potential
loss of Title IV Federal Student Aid
eligibility for failing to comply with
the regulations by the July 1, 2013
deadline.76 Additionally, a letter from
the Committee on Education and the
Workforce to Arne Duncan, Secretary of the Department of Education,
suggests that the Department of
Education is requiring institutions to
“seek and obtain prior approval for
all programs before beginning a new
instructional program,” a change
from the USDOE’s previous requirement of approval only for new nondegree programs or increased levels
of program offerings.77
The timeline of this implementation, however, has been delayed.
The USDOE indicates that it has
received complaints from institutions
regarding both attempts to obtain
authorization without response from
States as well as concerns over the
continued, next page
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efforts to comply in light of ongoing
State efforts to modify and update
their authorization processes.78 In
light of these concerns, the USDOE
modified the July 2013 effective date
to July 2014 provided that institutions continue to make a good faith
effort towards compliance.79
The fate of Section 600.9(c) is a
little less clear. Ordinarily, once a
regulation has been invalidated and
the appeals process exhausted, it
would stand to reason that those affected by the regulation need not be
concerned with compliance. However, the ordinary rule would not
seem to apply in the case of the
State authorization regulations for
a number of reasons. First, as alluded to in the USDOE March 2011
“Dear Colleague” letter, many States
already have authorization requirements.80 Some did even before the
federal regulation.81 Thus, educational institutions must still comply
with the authorization requirements
of the individual States.
Further, it would be inaccurate to
presume that the USDOE has abandoned the distance learning regulations. As previously discussed, the
court actually upheld the validity
of the substance of the regulation,
even if invalidating same on a procedural ground.82 It is unlikely that the
USDOE would simply give up on a
regulation deemed valid when the
only thing it has to do to fully validate the regulation is to comply with
some procedural formalities. In fact,
the Higher Education Act of 1965 is
set to expire at the end of 2013.83
Congress recently reported that it
has begun the process of reauthorization.84 In doing so, it indicated
an intention for sweeping changes, which include a resurgence of
some form of the distance learning
State authorization regulation.85 It is
unclear exactly what form that will
take. However, an intention has already been expressed to give these

regulations a broad reach, even into
foreign locations.86
COMPLIANCE AND PREPARATION
It is not sufficient to outline the
current status, education law attorneys need to be able to advise
their clients as to current and future
compliance issues. These issues
have and will continue to cost institutions tremendous financial and
manpower resources.87 Those costs
will skyrocket if compliance mistakes
are made.
So what can education lawyer do
to assist our clients at this stage of
the process? The answer is PLAN
and PREPARE. First, given that
there is an extension of compliance
with Section 600.9(a) and (b) and
only a presumption that Section
600.9(c) will return, compliance at
this point can only be about preparation and planning. The potential cost
of not planning, may include turning students away from programs,
fines88 or loss of Title IV federal student aid eligibility.89 These costs are
simply too great for any institution to
ignore.
Compliance with Section 600.9(a)
and (b)
First, institutions must figure out
if they are legally authorized under Section 600.9(a) and (b). Doing
so will require identifying the State
scheme. Unfortunately, this is easier
in theory than in practice. That is
because authorization scheme requirements are changing as they
learn what works and what doesn’t.
Take Florida’s Commission on
Independent Education (CIE) for
example. Through the CIE, Florida
has been relying on a combination
of licensure and accreditation as
its form of State authorization for
institutions via its License by Means
of Accreditation. 90 Unfortunately,
the USDOE initially halted such attempts to rely on the accreditation
process to comply with the State
authorization regulations.91 The CIE
6

responded by explaining its position
that accreditation is not being used
as an exemption from the authorization requirements, but instead is being used as a means of licensure.92
Another area of confusion is
created by divergent variation in
state requirements.93 Some states
will require authorization for solely
online programs, whereas others
will only require authorization for a
physical presence, and even then
at varying degrees of “presence”.94
Consequently, as part of knowing
the requirements, institutions must
understand the definition of “physical presence.” The USDOE defines
“physical presence” as any location
where more than fifty percent (50%)
of a degree/certificate program can
be earned.95 This can have broad
ranging implications. It would include internships and externships
as well as consortium participation
coursework.96
This dispute and the variation
among state requirements are just
a couple examples of the ongoing
confusion and resulting delays that
make dispute resolution and compliance so difficult. That is why the critical first step in planning and preparation is to identify requirements early.
Once the institution knows what
it is facing, it can highlight areas
to watch, monitor changes, and
prepare to complete procedural requirements or even restructure the
organization to ensure compliance.
Therefore, the second step in the
planning and preparation process is
the cost/benefit analysis, as outlined
more fully below, to determine what
organizational and financial changes
may be appropriate.97
Third, institutions should begin to
consider collaboration. This would
include working with State regulators
now so institutions are not caught
trying to comply in the final moments
before implementation deadline.
This would also include organized
efforts towards state reciprocity
agreements. 98 Although normally
continued, next page
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discussed as part of compliance with
Section 600.9(c) as discussed more
fully below, it may also be a valuable
tool for compliance with 600.9(a)
and (b) if an institution finds that it
needs the authorization of many
other states.
Compliance with Section 600.9(c)
When it comes to the distance
learning regulation, the largest and
most organized effort appears to be
the focus on reciprocity agreements.
The Federal regulations authorized
the existence of reciprocity agreements between States, specifically
stating that
“If both States provide authorizations for institutions that comply
with Section 600.9 and they have
an agreement to recognize each
other’s authorization, we would
consider the institution legally
authorized in both States as long
as the institution provided appropriate documentation of authorization from the home State
and the reciprocal agreement.”99

Such agreements would ease
the administrative burdens, or the
manpower costs,100 associated with
compliance with the State, or any
future federal, requirements. Many
organizations have begun to take
advantage of the authorization of
reciprocity agreements, working to
create model reciprocity agreements
for State adoption.101
While these reciprocity agreements seem to be the best available
solution at this time, they are still
not without issue or without unanswered questions. The first of which
is whether States are permitted to
enter into such agreements. Some
States do not have regulations that
would unequivocally authorize entering into such agreements. Yet
another major question is the impact
of such agreements on accreditation
standards.102

Finally, and perhaps still creating
the largest barrier to implementation is the lack of agreement on
fees.103 The Commission’s report
outlines potential fees for entering into reciprocity agreements.104
The report outlines a three-part fee
plan.105 The first part is a fee that the
State would charge an institution
for the administrative fee to participate in the reciprocity agreement
approval process. 106 The second
part is the annual institutional fee,
which ranges based upon the institution’s student enrollment.107 The third
would be a State fee for any States
not part of a regional compact.108
Institutions can see that the potential
cost is high. Although it may relieve
the administrative burden, that relief
may come at a cost.109
While it may seem like this is a
State-level issue, the planning and
preparation necessary to provide
advice with regard to reciprocity
agreements is actually required at
both the State and institutional level.
At the State level, since reciprocity
agreements will ease the burden of
compliance, there should be a call
for these States to amend regulations in order to authorize reciprocity
agreements. Since Florida is one
state that does not have regulations
authorizing reciprocity agreements,
the planning may also include a call
to initiate legislation that will permit
reciprocity agreements in addition to
the other planning steps. In addition,
new reciprocity initiatives require
states to show attainment of certain
requirements before consideration
of participation in interstate reciprocity partnerships.110 At the institutional
level, institutions should monitor the
progress of the reciprocity agreements to see when and if they become applicable for their State.
Many of these questions may
soon have concrete answers. The
Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education (WICHE) was recently awarded a $2.3 million dollar grant from the Lumina Foundation to move forward with the state
7

authorization agreements. Since
the grant award, WICHE developed
the State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement (W-SARA).111 They
moved quickly and are in the process of rolling out the first applications for partner institutions beginning January 1, 2014.112
However, even if every state does
not become part of W-SARA and
even if the USDOE does not reissue
the regulations, institutions must still
comply with the individual State distance learning authorization guidelines if they are required to do so by
that state.113 Education law attorneys
must advise institutions to comply
with these regulations. Doing so
will help to avoid costs but will also
provide additional benefits. The following are suggested implementation steps beyond the W-SARA and
the unknown status of the distance
learning authorization guidelines.
First, attorneys should advise
their institutional clients to have a
thorough and accurate student data
tracking system. Institutions need
to know where students are physically located when taking distance
education classes. Moreover, the
institution must have a detailed,
comprehensive process for monitoring and analyzing the data as it
is tracked. Most importantly, this
requires communication between
enrollment and State authorization
compliance departments. Failure
to do so may mean the institution
is out-of-compliance with regard to
a particular state. For example, a
student may enroll in a course and
if the institution is not closely monitoring the process, the student may
complete half of the course or more
before the institution recognizes the
situation and is forced to choose between the high cost of compliance,
forcing the student out of the program and returning tuition, or taking
a chance on fines/penalties.114 This
student data knowledge will allow
institutions to determine the cost
of compliance and track resources,
continued, next page
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both financial and manpower. This
is valuable information for planning,
budgeting, and assessing distance
learning programs.
These costs in time and money
can be high. According to a survey of
the State Higher Education Executive Officers Association (SHEEO),
fees can range from no fees in some
states to in complicated fee formulas
based on a percentage of an institution’s annual gross income with
a high cap of $25,000. 115 Perhaps
even more concerning is that these
costs were the costs in place simply
from the State’s own regulations and
prior to any federal regulation.116
If the federal regulations return, it
is unclear how much higher these
costs will rise. Certainly, with the
increased attention to the fees and
costs and a federal mandate for
compliance, all states will be in a
position to try to increase costs as
much as the market will allow.
Take Florida for example. The
State of Florida is one state that
maintains authorization requirements and has done so since
2002. 117 According to the Florida
Department of Education (FLDOE),
the application process can take
anywhere from four to six months.118
The fees are based upon number
of students, highest degree offered,
and variety of program offerings,
and can range from $500 to $5,000
for fees based upon enrollment (the
“base fee”) and from $2,000 + $200
per program to $3,000 + $200 per
program as an additional fee based
upon the variety of program offerings (the “workload fee”).119 As is the
case with most States, authorization
in Florida lasts for one year and must
be renewed annually, which brings
an additional annual reauthorization
fee. 120 The FLDOE has indicated
no intention of revising its requirements, even in light of the potential
Federal regulations.121 If institutions
are unprepared for such costs, the

impact could be devastating.
Second, it may be valuable for an
institution to conduct a cost/benefit
analysis. An institution may want to
determine the number of students
who need to enroll in a State before
the institution seeks authorization
from that state. This analysis may
also impact decisions of various
departments throughout the institution, including marketing, enrollment, student affairs, just to name a
few. In the alternative, an institution
may decide to pass the cost of implementing these distance learning
regulations through to the student
enrolling in the distance learning
program via increased tuition and
fees.122 Institutions need to consider
these questions and the impact of
decisions.
Third, attorneys should advise
their institutional clients to monitor changing accreditation requirements. Accreditation standards will
look to all aspects of an institution
and its programs.123 This necessarily includes distance learning programs.124 Therefore, as State authorization regulations for distance
learning programs become more
defined, they will necessarily be a
larger and more substantial part of
the accreditation process.
Finally, attorneys should advise
their clients to consider how these
State authorization requirements
for distance learning will impact distance learning enrollment. Consider

what will happen if a student is enrolled in a distance learning program or class and the student moves
mid-semester or mid-program. The
benefit of distance education is flexibility and mobility. The student may
not be able to complete the course
or program if the institution is not
able to get authorization from the
other state.125 Moreover, if the fees
are passed along to the student via
increased tuition,126 it will necessarily have a corresponding impact on
enrollment.
The earlier attorneys assist their
institutional clients in answering
these questions, the better position
they will be in when compliance time
arrives. Further, if and when Section
600.9(c) is re-proposed, education
law attorneys and institutional clients
will be prepared to submit comments
in accordance with the comment period provided by the Administrative
Procedures Act to try to rectify some
of these potential issues.127
Endnotes:

1
Ms. Schneider is an education law attorney
licensed in New Jersey and Florida.
2
34 C.F.R. §600.9 (2013).
3
See Elaine Allen and Jeff Seaman, Changing Courses: Ten Years of Tracking Online
Education in the United States, Babson Survey
Research Group (2013).
4
See U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics (2011), The
Condition of Education 2011 (NCES 2011-033,
Table A-43-1) available at http:nces.ed.gov/
fastfats/display.asp?id+80 (indicating that in
2007-08, about 4.3 million undergraduate students took at least one distance education
course and about .8 million took their entire
program through distance education); Elaine
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See Libby A. Nelson, Trying Again on ‘Gainful’, Inside Higher Education (April 16, 2013),
available at http://www.insidehighered.com/
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12 Association of Private Sector Colleges and
Universities v. Duncan, 681 F.3d 427 (D.C. Cir.
2012).
13 Id. at 435.
14 Id. at 461-62.
15 20 U.S.C.S. §§1001-1161 (2013).
16 Program Integrity Issues, 75 Fed. Reg.
66832 (Oct. 29, 2010) (codified at 34 C.F.R.
§600)(as explained in the summary section).
17 34 C.F.R. §600.9(2013).
18 34 C.F.R. §600.9(c).
19 Id.
20 75 Fed. Reg. 34806, 34872 (June 18,
2010).
21 Id. Russell Poulin and Megan Raymond,
State Authorization - An Introduction, Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(last updated April 10, 2013), available at http://
wcet.wiche.edu/advance/state-approval.
22 Id.
23 Id.
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authorization. See Libby A. Nelson, Education Department Will Delay Enforcing Part of
State Authorization Rule, Inside Higher Education (May 20, 2013), available at http://www.
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25 75 Fed. Reg. 34806, 34872 (June 18,
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31 See Career College Association d/b/a
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Universities v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d at
132-33; Russell Poulin and Megan Raymond,
State Authorization - An Introduction, Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(last updated April 10, 2013), available at http://
wcet.wiche.edu/advance/state-approval.
32 75 Fed. Reg. 34806, 34872.
33 See Career College Association d/b/a
Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d at 132-33;
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Commission for Higher Education (last updated
April 10, 2013), available at http://wcet.wiche.
edu/advance/state-approval. Agencies often
times take for granted that the institutions reading and attempting to interpret these regulations
do not have the legal background required for
this type of definitional analysis and thus to truly
understand the breath of their impact.
34 5 U.S.C.S. §553 (2013).
35 See Career College Association d/b/a
Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d 108, 13233 (D.D.C. 2011); Russell Poulin and Megan
Raymond, State Authorization - An Introduction,
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (last updated April 10, 2013), available at
http://wcet.wiche.edu/advance/state-approval.
36 United States Department of Education,
Program Integrity Questions and Answers State Authorization (September 18, 2012).
37 Id.
38 34 C.F.R. §600.9(c) (2013).
39 Id.
40 United States Department of Education,
Dear Colleague Letter DCL GEN 11-11 (April
20, 2011) (confirming the interpretation of the
March 2011 Dear Colleague Letter regarding
the application of the state authorization regulation to distance learning programs). There
has been some confusion on the extent of this
interpretation and because it currently varies
from state to state. Most states do not require
authorization unless there is some type of
physical presence trigger. However, there are
still some states that will require authorization
for all programs, even purely online programs.
State Higher Education Executive Officers Association, SHEEO State Authorization Survey
and Reports (last updated May 2013) available
at http://www.sheeo.org/node/434. See also
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Florida Department of Education – Commission
on Independent Education, News, available at
http://www.fldoe.org/cie/news.asp (citing www.
wcet.wiche.edu/wcet/docs/advocacy/wascstatebystateanalysis.pdf).
41 Career College Association d/b/a Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities
v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d 108 (D.D.C. 2011).
42 34 C.F.R. §600.9(c) (2011). The fact that
they were challenged almost immediately upon
the issuance of the final regulations is evidence
of one of the central arguments of the legal
challenge; that the proposed regulations did not
give sufficient explanation of the requirements
such that educational institutions would have
the opportunity to comment on their impact.
43 75 Fed. Reg. 66832 (June 18, 2010) (indicating an effective date of July 1, 2011).
44 Career College Association d/b/a Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities
v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d 108 (D.D.C. 2011).
45 Id. at 115.
46 Id. (citing 34 C.F.R. §668.14). The compensation regulations limit merit-based adjustments, providing that they not be “based in
any part, directly or indirectly, upon success in
securing enrollments or the aware of financial
aid.” 34 C.F.R. §668.14(b)(22)(ii)(A) (2011). The
APSCU argued that such regulations exceed
the USDOE’s authority in that they “prohibit
schools from paying merit-based salaries to
their employees based on, among other things,
success in recruiting students who persevere
and obtain college degrees; prohibit college
presidents from receiving raises based on improving the graduation rate at their institutions;
deter schools from speaking on questions of
public interest, debating policy, and informing
their students; and impose significant, and in
many instances insurmountable, regulatory
burdens on online and other innovative learning
programs.” Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp.
2d at 119 (citing Pl.’s Mem. In Support of Mot.
For Summ. J. [Dkt. #15] at 1).
47 Association of Private Sector Colleges
and Universities v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d
at 115 (citing 34 C.F.R. §668.71 (2011)). The
misrepresentation regulations purport to implement the requirement of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 (HEA) that penalizes a school for
making “substantial misrepresentation of the
nature of its educational program, its financial
charges, or the employability of its graduates.”
20 U.S.C. §1094(c)(3)(A) (2011). The regulations broadly addresses misleading advertising to students, limiting such advertising that
“compromise[s] the ability of students to make
informed choices about institutions and the
expenditure of their resources on higher education.” 34 C.F.R. §668.71(c) (2011). Further, the
regulations expand the definition of “misleading
Statement,” of the individuals in an organization
who may make misrepresentations subject to
penalty, and of the individuals to whom such
misrepresentations subject to penalty may be
made. Association of Private Sector Colleges
and Universities v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d at
116-17 (citing 34 C.F.R. §668.71 (2011)). Finally,
the regulations eliminate the safe harbor for
minor misrepresentations. Id. at 116 (citing 34
C.F.R. §668.75(b) (2011)). The APSCU argued
that such regulations exceed the USDOE’s authority, eliminate due process, making it optional
at the Secretary of Education’s discretion, and
have a chilling effect on a school’s free speech
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rights. Id. at 124-32.
48 Id. at 115 (citing 34 C.F.R. §600.9 (2011)).
49 Id. at 119. Although this article will look only
at the State authorization regulations, it bears
noting that the compensation regulations and
the misrepresentation regulations were upheld
at the District Court level. The court found that
these regulations had sufficient justification of
limiting abuses, were based upon “reasoned
analysis,” and a rational connection backed by
the administrative record. Association of Private
Sector Colleges and Universities v. Duncan,
796 F. Supp. 2d at 122-32. At the Appellate
Court level, the court upheld the compensation regulations as not exceeding the Higher
Education Act’s limits but did remand for lack
of adequate explanation in a few areas. As to
the misrepresentation regulations, the court
held that the regulations exceeded the authority of the Higher Education Act by proscribing
statements “that are merely confusing” and
as to “subjects not covered by the HEA”. Accordingly, the matter was remanded on these
issues with the lower court to give direction for
revision. Association of Private Sector Colleges
and Universities v. Duncan, 681 F.3d 427, 435,
451 (D.C. Cir. 2012).
50 Association of Private Sector Colleges
and Universities v. Duncan, 796 F. Supp. 2d at
132-33.
51 Id. at 133.
52 Id. at 133-34.
53 Id. (citing 20 U.S.C. §1001(a)(2) (2011)
(emphasis added)).
54 Id. 132-33
55 Id.
56 Id.
57 Id. at 133
58 Id.
59 Id. at 135. However, finding that the APSCU had standing only to challenge the regulations which require the member institutions of
the APSCU to obtain licenses or authorization
from more than one State and not as to the
constitutionality of the USDOE infringing on
State authority to determine its own authorization process. Id. at 133.
60 Id. at 134 (quoting Northeast Md. Waste
Disposal Auth. V. EPA, 358 F.3d 936, 952, 360
U.S. App. D.C. 129 (D.C. Cir. 2004).
61 Id. at 134-35. The court even noted that
although there were comments following the
proposed regulation inquiring as to whether
this regulation might include authorization from
a State where the student is physically located,
such comments alone are not sufficient to comply with the notice requirements of the APA.
62 Id. at 458. The court reasoned that standing where the party is not the subject of the
government action can be shown by proving
that the “application of the regulations by the
Government will affect [the party] in an adverse
manner.”
63 Id. (finding that the APSCU suffered such
an adverse effect in suffering the compliance
costs, noting that even the USDOE recognized
those costs even if characterizing them at not
“significant”).
64 Id. at 458-59.
65 Id. at 459-60.
66 Id. at 460.
67 Id. at 460-62.

68 Association of Private Sector Colleges
and Universities v. Arne Duncan and the United
States Department of Education, 681 F.3d
427, 435, 451 (D.C. Cir. 2012). As to the other
regulations at issue, the court remanded on
two aspect of the compensation regulations for
more detailed explanation. Further, the court
reversed on several aspects of the misrepresentation regulations, specifically, the portions
that eliminated procedural protections prior to
enforcement actions, expanded the subjects of
possible misrepresentations, and expanding the
definition of Statements to include ones that are
merely confusing. See supra note 47.
69 Association of Private Sector Colleges
and Universities v. Arne Duncan and the United
States Department of Education, 681 F.3d at
461-62.
70 Id. at 462.
71 Id.
72 Id. (quoting Fertilizer Inst. V. EPA, 935
F.2d 1303, 1312, 290 U.S. App. D.C. 184 (D.C.
Cir. 1991)(citations omitted)(internal quotation
marks omitted)).
73 34 C.F.R. §600.9(a) and (b) (2013); Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities v. Duncan, 681 F.3d 427, 457-63
(D.C. Cir. 2012); See Libby A. Nelson, Education Department Will Delay Enforcing Part of
State Authorization Rule, Inside Higher Education (May 20, 2013), available at http://www.
insidehighered.com/print/news/2013/05/20/
education-department-will-delay-enforcingpart-state-authorization-rule.
74 United States Department of Education,
Dear Colleague Letter DCL GEN 13-04 (January 23, 2013).
75 34 C.F.R. §600.9(a) and (b) (2013) specifically apply to a State’s own authorization of an
institution within its borders as opposed to the
State authorization distance learning regulations. 34 C.F.R. 34 §600.9(c), invalidated by
the subsequent litigation), applies to courses
offered outside the State. The noted areas of
concern are institutions who offer courses and
programs in a physical location outside the
State where more than 50% of a degree/certificate program can be earned at that location;
as well as institutions that were in existence before the State was created and were therefore
never previously “authorized” under State law.
Russell Poulin, New State Authorization ‘Dear
Colleague’ Letter NOT Focused on Distance
Ed, available at http://wcetblog.wordpress.
com/2013/01/25/State-auth-dear-colleague/.
76 United States Department of Education,
Dear Colleague Letter DCL GEN 13-04 (January 23, 2013). Subsequent to that letter, the
USDOE extended the deadline to July 1, 2014.
See Libby A. Nelson, Education Department
Will Delay Enforcing Part of State Authorization
Rule, Inside Higher Education (May 20, 2013),
available at http://www.insidehighered.com/
print/news/2013/05/20/education-departmentwill-delay-enforcing-part-state-authorizationrule.
77 Committee on Education and the Workforce, U.S. House of Representatives, Letter
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Department of Education (August 27, 2012)
available at http://edworkforce.house.gov/uploadedfiles/8-27-12_-_jpk_to_sad_re_ppas.pdf.
78 United States Department of Education,
Dear Colleague Letter DCL GEN 11-11 (April
20, 2011). Although not cited as one of the
complaints or concerns, it bears mention that
at that time the regulations were also subject to
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17, 2011).
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82 Association of Private Sector Colleges
and Universities v. Arne Duncan and the United
States Department of Education, 681 F.3d 427,
461-62 (D.C. Cir. 2012); See supra note 68.
83 20 U.S.C.S. §§1001-1161 (1965), amended by “Higher Education Opportunity Act of
2008” (Public Law 110-135) [Aug. 14, 2008].
84 77 Fed. Reg. 25658 (May 23, 2012); Martha Kanter, Under Secretary for Education,
Fed. Reg. Doc. 2013-13975 (June 11, 2013)
available at http://www.federalregister.gov/
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Martha Kanter, Under Secretary for Education,
Fed. Reg. Doc. 2013-08891 (April 15, 2013)
available at http://www.federalregister.gov/
articles/2013/04/16/2013-08891/negotiatedrulemaking-committee-public-hearings.
85 Martha Kanter, Under Secretary for Education, Fed. Reg. Doc. 2013-08891 (April 15,
2013) available at http://www.federalregister.
gov/articles/2013/04/16/2013-08891/negotiated-rulemaking-committee-public-hearings.
86 Id.
87 On their face, the regulations do not seem
to pose an obvious burden to educational institutions. Obscuring the picture even further,
the USDOE, in their “Dear Colleague” letters,
suggest that this regulation is merely a reStatement of the authorization requirements already
imposed by individual States. See supra note
40. However, this certainly does not paint the
picture of the impact that the regulations have
had on educational institutions. The real picture
is that educational institutions have suffered
losses of financial and manpower resources
in an economic environment that had already
forced those institutions to cutback to a point
where there was seemingly nothing else to cut.
Those losses are the greatest with regard
to the distance education State authorization
requirements. The loss of financial resources is
potentially the largest loss for these institutions.
State Higher Education Executive Officers Association, SHEEO State Authorization Survey and
Reports (last updated May 2013) available at
http://www.sheeo.org/node/434 (survey charts
the current costs for authorization in each state).
In addition, other agencies are trying conduct
surveys that will also determine the impact. See
National Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities, State Authorization and Distance Education NAICU Background Information (last updated August 6, 2012) available at
http://www.naicu.edu/docLib/20120806_StateAuthDistEdBkgrnd8-6-12.pdf. Equally as costly
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to research, interpret, and comply with each
State’s individual authorization requirements.
Some states, including Florida, are putting together documents that assist in trying to reduce
this burden. See State System of Florida Board
of Governors, State Authorization Requirements
for Public Colleges and Universities (June 2011)
available at http://www.flbog.edu/_doc/StateAuthorization-Requirements_2011_06.pdf.
However, this is just the starting point.
Unfortunately, this could have a substantial
impact on distance learning. The very benefit
of online course and program offerings is to be
able to reach a wide group of students without
facing any of the obstacles presented by location. The State authorization regulations take
away that benefit. They force consideration
of location back into the equation. States that
place too high a price tag on authorization and
States that make the authorization requirements
too complex may price themselves, and their
students, out of the online learning market.
88 United States Department of Education,
Dear Colleague Letter DCL GEN 13-04 (January 23, 2013).
89 Id.
90 Fla. Admin. Code Ann. 6E-2.002.
91 Eric Kelderman, Relief and Confusion Mingle as State-Authorization Rules Are Delayed,
The Chronicle of Higher Education, available
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92 Florida Department of Education – Commission on Independent Education, News,
available at http://www.fldoe.org/cie/news.asp.
93 See supra note 40.
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95 See supra note 75.
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98 See notes 99-113.
99 Program Integrity Issues, 75 Fed. Reg.
66867 (Oct. 29, 2010) (codified at 34 C.F.R.
§600.9). Russell Poulin and Megan Raymond,
State Authorization - An Introduction, Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(last updated April 10, 2013), available at
http://wcet.wiche.edu/advance/state-approval.
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for Higher Education was recently awarded
a $2.3 million dollar grant from the Lumina
Foundation to move forward with the process. See Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education, Media Release: Major
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Interstate Reciprocity in Postsecondary Distance Education (August 5, 2013) available at
http://publications.sreb.org/2013/InitiativeAidsPostsecondary DistanceEducation.pdf. They
moved quickly and are in the process of rolling
out the first applications for partner institutions
beginning January 1, 2014. See Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, State
Authorization Reciprocity Agreement website
available at http://www.wiche.edu/sara.
100 See supra note 87.
101 Russell Poulin and Megan Raymond, State
Authorization - An Introduction, Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (last
updated April 10, 2013), available at http://wcet.

wiche.edu/advance/state-approval. The Presidents’ Forum of Excelsior College and Council
of State Governments and the Western InterState Commission for Higher Education along
with other regional higher education compacts
(SREB, MHEC, and NEBHE) have made the
most progress to date towards these efforts.
102 Russell Poulin, The Online Learning Curve,
Highlights from the National Meeting on State
Authorization Reciprocity (April 22, 2013) available at http://www.learninghouse.com/blog/marketing/highlights-from-the-national-meeting-onstate-authorization-reciprocity.
103 Id.
104 Commission on Regulation of Postsecondary Distance Education, Findings, Principles,
and Recommendations for the State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement (SARA) (April 15,
2013) available at http://sheeo.org/sites/default/files/publications/Commission%20on%20
Regulation%20of%20Postsecondary%20Distance%20Education%20Draft%20Recommendations%20FINAL%20April%20_0.pdf.
105 Id.
106 Id.
107 Id.
108 Id.
109 Luckily, more recently, there is some suggestion that the relief may come quicker than
originally thought. As these agreements come
to fruition, costs become more defined. See
supra note 99. WICHE recently posted the fee
schedule on its website. See Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, State
Authorization Reciprocity Agreement website
available at http://www.wiche.edu/sara.
110 See supra note 94.
111 Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, State Authorization Reciprocity
Agreement website available at http://www.
wiche.edu/sara. See Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, Media Release:
Major Grant Awarded to WICHE & Partners to
Create Interstate Reciprocity in Postsecondary
Distance Education (August 5, 2013) available at http://publications.sreb.org/2013/InitiativeAidsPostsecondary DistanceEducation.pdf.
112 Id.
113 See supra notes 40 and 93.
114 Institutions must consider whether this
will just mean additional lawsuits from students
whose financial aid is eliminated. See supra
note 88.
115 State Higher Education Executive Officers
Association, SHEEO State Authorization Survey
and Reports (last updated May 2013) available
at http://www.sheeo.org/node/434.
116 Id.
117 48 Fla. Stat. §§1005.01-.39; Fla. Admin.
Code Ann. 6E-1.003 - 5.001.
118 Florida Department of Education, Commission for Independent Education, New Institution Application, available at http://www.
fldoe.org/cie/nsa_app1.asp. Florida is one
state that responded comprehensively to the
SHEEO survey. Florida reports an average
of approximately three months to obtain the
license. State Higher Education Executive Officers Association, SHEEO State Authorization
Survey and Reports (last updated May 2013)
available at http://www.sheeo.org/node/434
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119 State Higher Education Executive Officers
Association, SHEEO State Authorization Survey
Analysis of Selected Data Elements for 50 US
States and DC (last updated May 2013) available at http://www.sheeo.org/node/434 (attach-
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email.
123 State Higher Education Executive Officers Association, SHEEO State Authorization
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and Standards for Accreditation, (12th ed. 2006)
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and correspondence education requirements
of the Higher Education Opportunity Act of
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125 The Dear Colleague Letter would suggest yes. United States Department of Education, Dear Colleague Letter DCL GEN 11-05
(March 17, 2011). Although looking from the
institutional perspective, must also look from
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126 See supra note 114.
127 5 U.S.C.S. §553 (2013).
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of bad decisions and choices.12 The
larger framework is that most minority students do not start at a fair or
equitable position based on a history
of disenfranchisement.13
Proponents of tracking assert
that tracking keeps academicallyprepared students from becoming
bored with easy lessons. 14 Also,
lower tracks are said to be a temporary fix, because here students
have the ability to move to a higher
track.15 Yet, students in, lower tracks
do not experience the same quality
of education as students in higher
tracks.
Students in the lowest tracks will
be presented with low cognitive
tasks such as worksheets.16 Worksheets are designed in a way that
the material teaches itself, which
reduces the amount of oral communication between teacher and
students, which is necessary for
effective learning.17 Studies show
effective learning students must
interact and communicate.18 Students must have opportunities to
hear words being spoken, pose
questions and develop the ability to
hypothesize.19
In schools where lower tracks
are predominately minority students and higher tracks dominated
by white students, stereotypes develop among different groups.20 The
excerpt below shows how different
members of racial groups perceived
one another, where the Black student, Tiffany was deemed not as
smart.
For example, “In Tiffany’s group,
the group leader, a White male, assumed that Tiffany had not done the
homework assignment and had not
brought her book to class. When
he asked group members to lend
him a book so they could complete
their group quiz on the Lord of the
Flies, he asked each of the other
group members, all of whom were

white, and did not ask Tiffany—who,
as it turns out, did have the book.
The group leader failed to assign
Tiffany a role for the group assignment as recorder, artist, reporter, or
researcher, and he did not include
her in the conversation. The consequences for Tiffany’s academic
confidence became clear toward
the end of class when she asked the
teacher to go out into the hall with
her where she told him: “They don’t
want me in their group. They don’t
think I’m smart.”21
The CAPE Act, is not a form of
tracking but a new educational policy
similar to Linked Learning or Multiple
Pathways. The goal of these types
of programs is to get all students to
the same designation: prepared to
succeed in both college and career,
not one or the other.22 Linked Learning pathways maintain college as an
option for all strategy.23 It integrates
academic and real world learning
to increase student engagement
by demonstrating applications outside of school, providing a common
focus, and personalizing learning
communities and through work
based learning and internships.24
However, unlike Linked Learning or multiple pathways, the CAPE
Act does not differentiate diplomas. All Students are held to the
same rigorous graduation requirements. Students may choose earn
Scholar or Merit designation. With
this choice, protections must be in
place to prevent the stratification
that often comes with choice that
could degrade multiple pathways
into traditional “tracks”.25 For example, Linked learning uses a system
of local inspectors or auditors who
make sure that each pathway is
academically challenged and enrolls
diverse group of students.26 Linked
Learning also suggests that students be taught by a team of teachers in blocks of time rather than six
to seven instructional periods.27 Also,
it is imperative to involve community
colleges, given their experienced
with high schools and workforce
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development.28 Community college
can help broaden opportunities to
include high school and community
college dual enrollment or early enrollment programs.29
The CAPE ACT, through educational choice, increases educational
options available to students. More
importantly, minority students who
may have their educational opportunities limited by erroneous decisions
by educators may receive the greatest benefit from legislation.
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